**EXISTING MD 198: BRIDGE OVER BW PARKWAY**

- **6'-6" BETWEEN EDGE OF PARAPET**
  - Shoulder: 12'-0"
  - Lane: 12'-0"
  - Lane: 12'-0"
  - Lane: 12'-0"
  - Shoulder: 12'-0"

- **APPROXIMATELY 22'-0" BETWEEN BRIDGES**
  - Shoulder: 4'-0"
  - Lane: 12'-0"
  - Lane: 12'-0"
  - Lane: 12'-0"
  - Right-Turn Lane: 12'-0"

- **44'-10" BETWEEN EDGE OF PARAPET**
  - Shoulder: 4'-10"
  - Lane: 12'-0"
  - Lane: 12'-0"
  - Lane: 12'-0"
  - Shoulder: 4'-10"

**PROPOSED MD 198: BRIDGE OVER BW PARKWAY**

- **61'-6" BETWEEN EDGE OF PARAPET**
  - Shoulder: 9'-6"
  - Shared-Use Path: 2'-0"
  - Shared-Use Bike Facility: 2'-0"
  - Lane: 12'-0"
  - Left-Turn Lane: 12'-0"
  - Left-Turn Lane: 12'-0"

- **APPROXIMATELY 22'-0" BETWEEN BRIDGES**
  - Shoulder: 2'-0"
  - Shoulder: 2'-0"
  - Lane: 12'-0"
  - Lane: 12'-0"
  - Right-Turn Lane: 12'-0"

- **44'-10" TOTAL PROPOSED WIDTH**
  - Shoulder: 6'-0"
  - Lane: 16'-0"
  - Shared-Use Path: 6'-0"
  - Lane: 12'-0"
  - Lane: 12'-0"

**NOTE:** EXISTING BRIDGES TO REMAIN

*MD 198 Project Planning Study: Bridge Typical Section*

*Mainline Alternative 4 Modified*
MD 198 Project Planning Study: Existing Typical Section
Mainline Alternative 4 Modified
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